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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes

Mission statement

To provide effective representation and mentoring for group water schemes, building a sustainable rural water sector that provides a professional service to its members and meets its obligations towards protection of sources, water
conservation and the consistent delivery of clean and wholesome drinking water supplies.

Formative years of the Federation

The National Federation of Group Water Schemes (NFGWS) is the representative organisation for privately-sourced
and publicly-sourced group water schemes in Ireland. Founded in 1997, in response to the ending of water charges
on public water schemes, the Federation was incorporated as a co-operative society in 1998.

The primary objective of the NFGWS, at its inception, was to secure equality of treatment, ensuring that those it
represented received their full entitlement with regard to the financial supports already conceded to their fellow
citizens in urban areas.

The aims of the organisation broadened in light of mounting evidence of poor drinking water quality within the
group scheme sector. The extent of this problem was highlighted by successive EPA Drinking Water Quality Reports
and by a case brought against Ireland in the European Court of Justice and adjudicated on in November 2002.
However, the full scale of GWS non-compliance was revealed in an unprecedented monitoring programme conducted between November 2002 and April 2004 under the auspices of the National Rural Water Monitoring Committee.
This found that as many as 62% of privately-sourced schemes were failing to comply with the crucial microbiological
parameters, while less than 20% complied with all of the parameters.

In light of such findings, it was clear that historic under-investment in GWS treatment facilities needed to be
addressed as a priority, as did the capacity of GWS personnel to effectively manage the sourcing, treatment and distribution of their water supplies.

Given the emerging evidence of significant challenges facing the sector, the Federation had already forged a new
partnership arrangement with government, through the Department of the Environment, and with the local authorities and other rural organisations. The Rural Water Programme (RWP), formulated in discussions between these
partners and launched in 1998, laid out the common objectives to be pursued and the particular roles of each of the
partners, including the NFGWS. In terms of its strategic objectives, the RWP aimed to:
• protect public health by ensuring compliance with the Drinking Water Directive.
• pursue a planned approach to investment and ensure best practice in all aspects of the management and
operation of rural water schemes.
• give practical effect to the principle of partnership with the voluntary group water sector – through local
monitoring committees – in agreeing and implementing policy on rural water supply.
• assist in the effective administration of the devolved rural water programme.
• sustain the rural environment and promote economic development.

Internally, the Federation set about putting in place the structures required to effectively carry out its remit. 2001
and 2002 saw the implementation by the NFGWS of 35 organisational recommendations contained in a consultancy
report drawn up by the Irish Co-operative Organisation Society (ICOS). Their implementation heralded an increasingly
professional approach in terms of the internal working of the Federation and in terms of its working relationship
with external organisations.
While representing the particular interests of group water schemes, individually and collectively, and while insisting
on local discussion and agreement as core requirements throughout the process of transformation that has been (and
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is) required, the NFGWS quickly acknowledged the need for a strategic approach to development and has actively
sought to encourage schemes to re-evaluate and, where necessary, set aside their own plans where these were at odds
with agreed national strategies.

Under the Rural Water Programme, the achievement of full compliance with water quality standards by all group
water schemes has been the paramount objective of the NFGWS. Furthermore, the most efficient and cost-effective
solutions in addressing deficient water quality have been advanced with individual schemes. The NFGWS has,
therefore, played a central role in the progress and success of the National Action Plan for Rural Water agreed by
the National Rural Water Monitoring Committee (NRWMC) in 2003.

In tandem with this infrastructural drive, the Federation has demonstrated a strong commitment to capacity building through training, mentoring and the dissemination of educational/information materials. These remain core
aspects of the work of Federation staff and will do so into the future.

The Federation has also played an important role in addressing specific issues, including, for example, making
group water schemes aware of their statutory obligations under the Water Services Act (2017) and under the
Drinking Water Regulations and in encouraging and assisting them to prepare for statutory oversight.

To meet its various objectives, the structures and staff of the Federation have had to be adaptable and capable of
responding at relatively short notice to the rapidly developing legislative and regulatory framework within which
water services now operate. Below is a brief outline of the Federation’s structure, functions and focuses, with a brief
account of the roles of its staff members.

An inter-Faith service was held immediately prior to the 2018 Annual Delegate Conference to mark 21 years since the formation of the National
Federation of Group Water Schemes in Knock, County Mayo on the 2nd of February 1997.
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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes

NFGWS structures

The NFGWS is a representative co-operative, with strategic management vested in an elected and voluntary Board
of Management drawn from the GWS sector. This Board of Management agrees strategic objectives and oversees
the work of staff, retaining close scrutiny of such key matters as finance. Cheques are signed by the Board’s joint
treasurers, while the Chairperson and Secretary sign off on annual audited accounts as approved by the full Board.
In accordance with the rules of the NFGWS, individual Board members retire or offer themselves for re-election on
a triennial basis at the Annual Delegate Conference of the organisation. In addition to the elected members, the
Board includes an external special advisor, whose principal role is to advise on co-operative structure and governance.
Federation policies are informed and approved democratically by delegates from county or regional federations at
the Annual Delegate Conference held in March each year. These local federations also meet periodically to discuss
particular issues and to nominate representatives to county Rural Water Services Committees.
Other structures in which GWS representatives participate include the National Rural Water Services Committee
(NRWSC), the Water Services Training Group (WSTG), County Strategic Policy Committees, DBO project
Steering Committees and Liaison Monitoring Committees (for group schemes in DBO projects).

General functions

1. Provision of a development, support and representative service to group water schemes

2. Development and delivery of training programmes:
• Quality Assurance System implementation
• Demand management/leakage control
• GWS operational management
• Co-operative management
• Performance Management System (DBO)
• Financial Planning

3. Mentoring of GWS organisers, managers and operatives following formal delivery of training programmes and
assisting in the development of water safety plans and Quality Assurance checklists

4. Attendance at GWS Board and General Meetings and advising on:
• Governance
• Best practice
• Member relations
• Organisation of meetings (such as AGMs)
• Statutory and regulatory obligations, with emphasis on the importance of public health considerations in
delivering a water supply service
• Subsidy and capital grant aid conditions
• Insurances
5. DBO Validation Service
• Evaluation of contractor invoices against Monthly Status Reports and contractual performance standards
• Liaison with DBO contractors on behalf of the GWS
• Liaison with GWS on DBO contractor issues
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6. Facilitation of Liaison Monitoring Committee Meetings on DBO bundle projects
7. Assistance to Local Authority rural water staff in relation to:
• Subsidy claims
• Communicating LA policy to GWSs
• Facilitating meetings with GWS personnel
• Assisting with issues that arise in relation to individual schemes
• Attendance at county Rural Water Monitoring Committee meetings
8. Working with the Water Services Training Group (WSTG) to:
• Develop and deliver training relevant to the GWS sector
• Organise and present the Annual Rural Water Conference

9. Interaction with government departments and ther statutory agencies (e.g. CRU and EPA) re:
• Strategic discussions
• Making submissions as part of public consultations
• Disseminating relevant statutory information and guidance to GWSs

10. Encouraging community engagement, through awareness/education initiatives:
• Facilitating tours of GWS source catchments, treatment plants and network infrastructure by primary schoolchildren (aged 9-12), classroom delivery of a Water Awareness presentation and provision of the All About
Water course book.
• Assisting GWSs with the compilation and printing of member newsletters and information communications.
11. Advancing source protection planning on group water schemes and building resilience within the sector so that
it is better prepared to deal with extreme weather events and the future likely impacts of Climate Change.

The Annual Delegate Conference is the democratic forum in which Federation policies are decided and individual Board members are elected. A
published annual report for the previous year is provided to conference delegates in addition to fully audited accounts. The number of delegates from
each county Federation is determined by the extent of the GWS sector locally. Thus, a county such as Galway (where there is a very large group
water sector) will have proportionally more delegates than parts of the country where the sector is relatively small.
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12. Promoting the long-term sustainability of water supply services by maintaining a focus on water conservation,
opportunities for rationalisation, the recruitment of professional management and staff and forward planning in
terms of finance and asset management.
13. In-house compilation, design and preparation to print readiness of publications including;
• Rural Water News – first produced in 1999 as GWS News, this magazine has been published on a quarterly
basis since 2003. It is circulated (free-of-charge) to all group water schemes and more widely in the rural
water sector.
• Charter of Rights & Responsibilities – prepared by the Federation under the auspices of the NRWMC in
2002, this document was revised and updated in 2019. Its adoption and implementation is a condition of subsidy funding.
• Information Booklet Series –
including.
• What’s in your water? – a GWS guide
to the drinking water parameters –
this booklet explains what parametric
exceedances may be saying about a
drinking water supply.
• Chlorination guidance for group
water schemes
• Quality Assurance implementation
• Annual Reports – these include a
detailed review of activities in the
rural water sector and are published in
advance of the Federation’s Annual
Delegate Conference held each
March.
• Advisory information leaflets –
these include:
• Planning the Group Water Scheme
AGM
• GWSs and the annual subsidy claim
• Sample Notices (e.g. boil water
notice)
• All About Water: water education
for primary schools – a course book
developed by the NFGWS in conjunction with the Centre for
Freshwater Studies at Dundalk
Institute of Technology and
Monaghan County Council as part of
the National Source Protection Pilot
Project.
• Model Rules for GWS Co-operatives – revised by the Federation and ICOS in recent years. Professionally
printed and scheme-specific copies of the model rules are available.
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Achievements to date

Much has been accomplished since the
Federation’s formation, including:
• Promoting a more professional approach to the
delivery of rural drinking water services by
• adoption of the co-operative structure
developed for the sector by the
NFGWS and ICOS and convincing
schemes to move from trusteeships to
this model.
• assisting in organising the Special
General Meeting needed to approve
an alteration in corporate structure
and addressing GWS members at this
meeting.
• encouraging good governance practices.
• actively promoting the employment
of managers/maintenance staff.

• Driving a major rationalisation programme by
• bringing neighbouring schemes The NFGWS played a key role in persuading 219 individual group water schemes to
together and convincing them of need become part of one of 17 DBO ‘bundles’ formed as part of this strategy and in securing significant amalgamations of smaller schemes, including the amalgamation of
for and benefits of amalgamation.
Bruskey-Killadoon GWS and Garty Lough GWS in County Cavan to form Erne
• preparing the technical/legal resolu- Valley GWS (pictured above).
tions required to effect an amalgamation.
• organising the Special General Meeting and helping persuade members to support the resolutions as
presented by their Board of Management.
• registering the new entity and facilitating related issues, such as transfer of assets.
• Focusing on the entitlements of consumers/members of group water schemes by
• producing a Charter of Rights and Responsibilities and encouraging its formal adoption at AGMs.
• emphasising the need for democratic accountability in the strategic management of schemes.
• developing a procedure for addressing member complaints, including provision of a complaints register.
• encouraging schemes to inform members about key issues, including water quality results.
• promoting the speedy dissemination of information to members – particularly in the case of emergencies – through the collation and constant updating of consumer contact details and the use of technological aids to advise members in regard to scouring of distribution lines etc.

• Establishing water safety planning as the core function of a group water scheme by
• promoting a HACCP-based Quality Assurance System, with Standard Operating Procedures and
scheme-specific checklists.
• implementing follow-up site inspections/mentoring for schemes in terms of the design and implementation of QA monitoring/recording practices.
• regularly addressing all aspects of a water safety plan/risk-based approach from catchment to tap –
including the competion of delineation work/source protection planning on all GWS sources.
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• Addressing water conservation by
• promoting universal metering/telemetric bulk metering as an essential tool in water supply management and participating in a pilot project to assess the potential benefits of such a strategy.
• supporting critical mains replacement under the RWP.
• stressing that water conservation/waste reduction is a process, part of which is convincing consumer/members to eliminate wastage.

• Securing equity & fairness by
• working in partnership with others, including Government departments and other Statutory bodies.
• successfully arguing that the rural water sector should not be disadvantaged in relation to State supports for water services.
• securing subsidy and capital supports that reflect the principle of ‘equity & fairness’.

• Influencing EU policy by
• forming an International Community Water Association with rural water organisations in other
European countries.
• appearing before the Joint Oireachtas Committee on Water Services alongside the DHPLG, Irish Water
and the EPA to underline the need for major changes to the EUs proposals contained in the recast
Drinking Water Directive.
• Building water awareness in GWS communities by
• developing and delivering the All About Water course book and presentations for schools.
• participating in pilot projects with the EPA in relation to the risk posed to drinking water sources by
domestic wastewater systems (septic tanks).

Primary school children in a County Clare National School, enjoying the All About Water book provided to the school by the local Kilmaley-Inagh
Group Water Scheme as part of an awareness raising programme that often includes a visit to the local water treatment plant. The Federation supplies copies of the book to schemes on request.
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Strategic plan

In June 2019 the NFGWS published a 6-year plan, seeting out its vision, values and strategic priorities for the period ahead. This is available in hard copy from our head office in Monaghan and is also downloadable at
www.nfgws.ie.
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